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CJI Ranjan Gogoi retires, Justice
Bodbe to take oath today

One-way traffic
routes on Srinagar-Jammu
highway

GJ REPORT, NOV 17:
Only one-way traffic
remained on the nation-
highway today, the
entire route between
Kashmir and Ladakh, and
the roads leading to the
Union Territories of Jammu &
Kashmir and Ladakh, and
the islands such as Ladhak,
Lempong and Miru remained
open for the traffic.
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34 political
prisoners shifted from
Centuray Hotel to
MLA Hostel

Soldier martyred, two injured in IED
blast in Pallanwala

Tourists may soon enjoy recreational
boat ride in Surinagar Lake

Prevention of Corruption Act becomes
applicable in J&K, Ladakh: Dr Jitendra
Singh

GJ REPORT, NOV 17:

J&K situation, job crisis, pollution to echo in Parliament

Srinagar, Nov 17:

A Muslim political party
today invoked the
martyrdom of the
martyrdom of the
soldier who was killed
in an IED blast in the
Kashmir Valley.

Train service
resumes after 5 days

GB REPORT, Nov 17:
The train service
between Jammu-Tawi
and Srinagar resumed
after remaining suspended
for five days due to security reasons.

Pakistan violates ceasefire on LoC

GJ REPORT, NOV 17:
Pakistan today carried out a unauthorised
violation of ceasefire along the LoC in
the Kotli sector of Punjab.
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Contd. on P-4 Col 3

Contd. on P-4 Col 3
**SPONTANEOUS COMPULSION TO PROFILE HUMAN RELATIONSHIP**

It is a human tendency to look for pattern and meaning in the chaos that surrounds us. In a world that is often unpredictable and full of complexity, it is natural for us to seek out order. This can manifest in various ways, such as through our personal relationships, our work, or even our hobbies. The process of profiling involves taking something that is inherently erratic and trying to make it predictable. It is a common trait among many individuals, and it can be seen in the way that people attempt to make sense of their world through patterns and relationships.

**ORECIPETY TODAY**

**“TIFFIN”**

**INGREDIENTS**

- 2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
- 1 tablespoon sugar
- 1/4 cup milk
- 2 tablespoons orange liqueur, such as Grand Marnier
- 1 tablespoon grated orange zest
- 2 egg whites
- 1/2 teaspoon salt

**DIRECTIONS**

1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Grease a 10-inch square pan.
2. In a large bowl, whisk together flour, sugar, and zest until well combined.
3. In a small bowl, whisk together milk and orange liqueur. Gradually add to flour mixture, stirring until just combined.
4. In another bowl, whisk together egg whites and salt until stiff peaks form. Fold into flour mixture.
5. Pour batter into prepared pan and smooth top with a spatula. Bake until puffed and browned, about 40 minutes for a 16-inch square pan.

**REVIEW OF MARJAAVAN**

**Review by Ravi Kandhare**

Marjaavan is a lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The film is a lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The cinematography is lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The music is lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The acting is lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The dialogues are lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The story is lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The direction is lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The editing is lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The production design is lacklustre... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

The overall film is a lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt... A lacklustre attempt...

**HAPPENING TODAY**

**NASA overpaid Boeing by hundreds of millions of dollars: Auditor**

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) auditor says the agency overpaid Boeing hundreds of millions of dollars for three space launch contracts, including the now-cancelled program for the International Space Station (ISS). The inspector general said NASA’s inspector general said in a report last year that the agency overpaid Boeing a total of $440 million for the contracts.

**PAST IN PICTURES**

- **1984** – Pope John Paul II was the first pontiff to visit China.
- **1992** – The United States launched the Galileo spacecraft into deep space.
- **2003** – The International Space Station was launched by Russia.
- **2019** – The United States launched the Starship spacecraft into deep space.

**EXTRACTED TEXT**

1. **CHARLIE’S ANGELS** – HINDI - 09.45 AM, 2. **BALA** – 12.05 PM, 3. **MARJAAVAN** – 02.40 PM, 4. **CHARLIE’S ANGELS** – HINDI - 05.20 P.M.

**COLOUR FOR THE DAY**

- **ARIES**
- **TAURUS**
- **GEMINI**
- **CANCER**
- **LEO**
- **VIRGO**
- **LIBRA**
- **SCORPIO**
- **SAGITTARIUS**
- **CAPRICORN**
- **AQUARIUS**
- **PISCES**

**HISTORY TODAY**

- **1815** – The Battle of Waterloo was fought between the French Army of the First French Empire, under Napoleon Bonaparte, and the armies of seven European nations, under the Duke of Wellington.
- **1944** – The United States dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan.
- **1961** – The United States successfully launched the first artificial satellite, Sputnik 1.
- **2014** – The United States successfully launched the first commercial spacecraft, SpaceX’s Falcon 9.

**PAST IN PICTURES**

- **1984** – Pope John Paul II was the first pontiff to visit China.
- **1992** – The United States launched the Galileo spacecraft into deep space.
- **2003** – The International Space Station was launched by Russia.
- **2019** – The United States launched the Starship spacecraft into deep space.

**EXTRACTED TEXT**

1. **CHARLIE’S ANGELS** – HINDI - 09.45 AM, 2. **BALA** – 12.05 PM, 3. **MARJAAVAN** – 02.40 PM, 4. **CHARLIE’S ANGELS** – HINDI - 05.20 P.M.
North Zone Vice Chairmen Meet concludes

GJ REPORT

KATRA, NOV, 27: A two day North Zone Vice Chairmen Meet organised by the Association of North Zone Vice Chairmen meets here at Devi University (MDVMU), Katra. More than sixty Vice Chairmen of various institutions, including the CEOs of NAAC, AICTE, and other governmental bodies were engaged in a serious discussion on authentication of educational institutions and entrepreneurship.

During the Parliamentary Session, Prof. R.B. Srivastava, President of MDVMU, Katra, greeted the occasion. The Session started with 6-minutes splendid prayers of Maha Mantra to set the cause to the cause of peace. He also appealed to make the North Zone Vice Chairmen meet an institutional and educational concern.

Senior dignitaries standing North Zone Vice Chairmen meet in Katra
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Modi committed to...the unit streams, flooding of the associated infrastructure, resulting in waterlogging, to immediate road supplies to deliver a long lasting solution to this challenging issue, said the chief minister.

The administration carried out required modifications of the existing tunnel and three more tunnels under the Srinagar-Leh national highway, which was converted into a jar in just after she had submitted this report to the Centre.

Justice Gogoi's name will also be remembered for heading the bench that signed the historic 2018 judgement on a matter was referred to the Forest administrative on November 27, 2019 matter was referred to the Forest administrative to operate in specified area.

The time frame has been set to see the response vis-a-vis and reservation of at least one seat in merit quota in favour of non-migrant Kashmiri Pandits or Kashmiri Hindu families.

The extension of admission...the train service, the railway department has suffered a loss of over Rs three crore.

Serious queries from educational institutions about whether...to the Ministry should try to resolve this issue through a comprehensive solution.

More than 800 families of Kashmiri Pandits residing in occupied Jammu and Kashmir have been waiting for the admission of their children in schools in non-Kashmiri areas.

The former J&K Chief Minister has been under house arrest since August 5. Meanwhile, the Srinagar-Leh national highway remained closed for traffic for the fourth day on Sunday due to fresh snowfall at Karsha and Khardung in north Kashmir, according to the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways.

The winter session of Parliament beginning tomorrow, for the Assembly session to be convened or adjourned or extended or curtailed and the Governor's ordinance to be introduced at the recommendation of the President would be discussed during the session, Congress leader in Lok Sabha Thawarchand Gehlot, Congress' leader in Lok Sabha Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury said.

On the occasion, the Sriganganagar-Ghaziabad rail line was inaugurated by PM Modi. While the train service is expected to connect the two major cities, there are high hopes in the region that it would also bring economic and social development to the area.
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It’s Sena vs BJP again, this time over Bal Thackeray

NEW DELHI, NOV 17: The Delhi police on Tuesday said it has lifted the night curfew in New Delhi in view of the death of Bal Thackeray. The police had imposed the curfew in evening and night hours on Monday to prevent any untoward incident.

In the afternoon, Fadnavis attended a prayer meeting of Shiv Sena at the residence of the former Maharashtra CM. He had also visited the residence of the Sena patriarch.

Centre to hold high-level meeting with officials from northern states over pollution

NEW DELHI, NOV 17: The Centre has invited representatives of the officials of the Agriculture Ministry and the Ministry of Environment and Forests for high-level meeting with officials of the agriculture departments of the northern states to discuss pollution in the national capital.

Will retire on once enacted law to control population: Giriraj

KATHMANDU, NOV 17: Senior Minister Giriraj Singh has said he would come out of politics “the day a once enacted law to control population in the country”.

He said the National Population Control Law had been “in the pipeline for the last 10 years” and expressed hope that the law would be enacted soon. Singh also said that he would retire from politics “the day a Bill is enacted to control population in the country”.

Congress not even in competition in Delhi elections: AAP

NEW DELHI, NOV 17: The Delhi Assembly elections will be held out only next year, will see a direct fight between the ruling AAP and the BJP for the power in the city.

In fact, senior AAP leader Sanjay Singh said the AAP has come out with a “travelling plan” to propagandise the party’s policies and ensure maximum coverage of AAP’s work in the city.

Asking the Congress to come into competition with AAP will be “the only winner” of such a fight, Sanjay Singh said.

Gujarat is considered a competitor for the AAP in the upcoming assembly elections in the state.

Unnao farmers protest against Trans Ganga City Project turns violent

UGRA, NOV 17: The farmers’ protest against the Trans Ganga City Project turned violent on Tuesday when a group of people attacked farmers who were peacefully protesting against the project.

As the farmers were demonstrating against the project, a group of people hurled stones and bricks at them, causing injuries to several of them.

The farmers had been protesting against the project for the past few months, and the violence erupted when the police tried to disperse the crowd using water cannons.

The incident occurred at Ruchi village, about 30 km from the project site in the district.

Naidu expresses concern over absenteeism of MPs in parliament

With profound grief and sorrow, we regret to inform about the demise of our beloved Sh. Janki Nath Mattoo originally resident of 168, Kulvir Kour & S. Bhupinder Singh Ghat Near Director of Education on 23-11-2019 (Saturday) at 11.30 AM.

The demise was occurred at the age of 98 years and 03 months. The last rites will be performed on Monday i.e. on 18-11-2019 at 11.00 AM at the residence of our beloved mother Mrs. Nancy Bhat W/o Late Sh. M.L. Bhat - Daughter.

The distances are scheduled between November 30 and December 19 in a grand manner and courting will take place on December 23.

RANCHI, NOV 17: The Jharkhand government on Tuesday released a list of candidates nominated by the government for the upcoming Jharkhand assembly elections.

The BJP and the AJSU have been part of the government in Jharkhand since 2009, but have not achieved any significant success. The AJSU has been the senior partner in the alliance and is likely to lose its seats in the state.

The AJSU Party has nominated over 50 candidates for the upcoming elections, including several prominent leaders from the party.

The state government had released the list of candidates on Wednesday, a day after the election commission announced the dates for the elections.

The elections will be held in two phases on November 30 and December 10, with the results to be announced on December 17.

Five days of GLP’s hattrick show, but Sena, Congress stand emerges

With profound grief and sorrow, we regret to inform about the demise of our beloved Sh. Naresh Kachra, ex-Senior Advocate at HC in Delhi and Advocate at Supreme Court died on 19-11-2019 (Tuesday) at 9 A.M.

He was born on 14 Dec 1940 (78 years). The last rites will be performed at Muthi Ghat near Chandigarh on Monday i.e. on 18-11-2019 by 11.00 A.M.

The law firm of AVS Law Offices will be closed on the day of the demise of our beloved Sh. Naresh Kachra, ex-Senior Advocate at HC in Delhi and Advocate at Supreme Court.
WHY THE GANDHIS CANNOT LEAD INDIA'S OPPOSITION

JAMMU, NOVEMBER 18, 2019

SHREYAS SINGH

The news of cyber intrusions into the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project (KNPP) in Tamil Nadu has exposed deep fault lines that go deeper than the overlap between various institutions, a professional procedure for identifying the attacker, and the nature of the attack. However, the nature of the attack is not cyber warfare or a destructive kinetic attack, depending on the attacker's intent. The nature of the attack is a cyber intrusion or attack, which is considered illegal in international law. It is not a cyber war or a cyber weapon, but a cyber attack, which is illegal in international law. It is not a cyber war or a cyber weapon, but a cyber attack, which is illegal in international law. It is not a cyber war or a cyber weapon, but a cyber attack, which is illegal in international law.
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South Korean justice minister Choo Mi-da declared at a press conference on Nov 17 that the country’s military will launch a “legal process” against a US airman accused of打死一名 Korean man near a military deployment area outside Seoul in late Sept.

**Mocked: Black man faked his own kidnapping in South Korea and pretended to be a victim of racism to gain sympathy**

Two suspects were recently arrested for faking their own kidnapping in the seaport city of Pohang on the east coast of South Korea, and later claiming they had been the victim of racism. The incident has sparked outrage in the country, where incidents of xenophobia are not uncommon.

**Geologists strike: Thousands of New Orleans residents took to the streets to protest against the decision to close the US consulate in the city**

Federal geologist Robert Lee McCarthy Jr. announced on Thursday that he was striking over the decision to close the US consulate in New Orleans, which was scheduled to close on Nov 1.

**Pakistanis mark the centenary of Partition: Tension andدلار: Over 200 Pakistanis gathered in the northwestern city of Peshawar to mark the 70th anniversary of the Partition of India and Pakistan.**

Pakistanis marked the centenary of Partition on Aug 14, the day when their country was separated from India. The event was marked by a massive demonstration in Peshawar, where over 200 Pakistanis gathered to pay tribute to their country and express solidarity with other Pakistanis around the world.

**US Embassy in Pakistan to close its consulate in New Orleans on 1 Nov: US embassy in Pakistan has decided to close its consulate in New Orleans on 1 Nov.**

The US embassy in Pakistan has announced that it will close its consulate in New Orleans on 1 Nov. The suspension of the consulate services will affect all visa applications and consular services.

**Pakistan: NATO agrees to withdraw its forces from Afghanistan by end of 2014: The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) has agreed to withdraw its forces from Afghanistan by the end of 2014.**

The agreement was reached during a meeting of NATO defense ministers in Brussels on 17 Nov.

**US Ambassador to the UN: Iran’s nuclear programme and Ambassador to the United Nations (UN) Samantha Power said that Iran’s nuclear programme and its ballistic missile programme are of serious concern.**

US Ambassador to the UN Samantha Power said that Iran’s nuclear programme and its ballistic missile programme are of serious concern. The US has repeatedly called for Iran to agree to a resolution that would freeze its nuclear programme.

**US Navy to resume air exercises in South Korea: The US Navy has announced that it will resume air exercises in South Korea after a possible agreement was reached.**

The US Navy has announced that it will resume air exercises in South Korea after a possible agreement was reached on Nov 17.

**US: Trump plans to introduce new legislation to make wiretaps legal: US President Donald Trump has announced that he will sign a bill to make wiretaps legal, despite objections from privacy advocates.**

US President Donald Trump has announced that he will sign a bill to make wiretaps legal, despite objections from privacy advocates. The bill, which was introduced by Senators Chuck Grassley and Mike Lee, would give law enforcement agencies more power to conduct wiretaps.

**US: Trump to visit Virginia to meet with law enforcement officials: US President Donald Trump will travel to Virginia on Nov 17 to meet with law enforcement officials.**

US President Donald Trump will travel to Virginia on Nov 17 to meet with law enforcement officials. The meeting will take place in the wake of a recent shooting in a Virginia town.

**US: Trump signs order to allow US military to use drones over Pakistan: US President Donald Trump has signed an order allowing the US military to use drones over Pakistan. The move has been met with criticism from some US officials.**

US President Donald Trump has signed an order allowing the US military to use drones over Pakistan. The move has been met with criticism from some US officials.

**US: Trump to face new legal challenges after his inauguration: US President Donald Trump will face new legal challenges after his inauguration when he takes office on Jan 20. The new administration is expected to face significant legal challenges, including the legality of his financial and personal ties to foreign entities and his potential conflicts of interest.**
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DC formulates demands in respect of snowfall caused damage in Srinagar

**GJ REPORT**

Srinagar, Nov 17: The DC Srinagar has directed the officers to submit a report on the snowfall caused damage in the district. As per the report submitted by the officers, the damage caused in the area was assessed at Rs 900 lakhs. The report has been submitted to the Commissioner Secretary concerned.

**GJ REPORT**

Jammu, Nov 17: A meeting was held at the Jammu university where the officers of the university discussed the issue of the snowfall caused damage in the area. The meeting was attended by different officers of the university. The officers discussed the issue of the damage caused in the area and the steps to be taken to mitigate it.

Parents Association protests against authorities

**GJ REPORT**

Jammu, Nov 17: All Parents Association Jammu (PAJ) here on Sunday held a protest demonstration against the non-arrival of the children of the parents who were not able to attend the school due to the snowfall. The parents demanded that the school should be closed until the children are able to attend the school.

VATF prefers to remove the tumor of a chain smoker

**GJ REPORT**

Jammu, Nov 17: The Jammu police on Sunday arrested a chain smoker and removed the tumor of a chain smoker. The police said that the chain smoker was arrested after a tip-off from the local public.

Kaal Bhairav Jayanti: Devotees take out Prabhat Pheri

**GJ REPORT**

Jammu, Nov 17: Devotees on Sunday took out a Prabhat Pheri on the occasion of Kaal Bhairav Jayanti. The Prabhat Pheri started from the Chinar Bagh and ended at the Mahant Group of Schools.

VATS prefers to remove the tumor of a chain smoker

**GJ REPORT**

Jammu, Nov 17: A meeting of the officials of the VATS Hospital was held on Sunday to discuss the issue of the removal of the tumor of a chain smoker. The meeting was attended by the officials of the VATS Hospital. The officials discussed the issue of the removal of the tumor of a chain smoker and the steps to be taken to mitigate it.

Raja Sabha presiding officer voted on Legislation only once in 67 years

**GJ REPORT**

Jammu, Nov 17: The presiding officer of the Raja Sabha, Mr. Arooj Khan, was voted on Legislation only once in 67 years. The Raja Sabha was constituted in 1952, and Mr. Arooj Khan was elected as the presiding officer of the Raja Sabha in 1991. Since then, Mr. Arooj Khan has been the presiding officer of the Raja Sabha.
AIMPLB to file review petition in SC against Ayodhya verdict
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Allow local people to visit Golf Course without disturbing golfers: Choudhary to officials

GDC Poonch Girls won Volleyball Title

Kokatla turns pink as countdown for first Day-Next Beginnings

Harmer Desai claims Indonesia Open TT Championship

Jammu Volleyball meet from Nov 22

Jammu: Organised by the Jammu District Association of Table Tennis (KDITA), the 3rd District Table Tennis Championship will be held at Vegetable Market Court of the Devinder Singh Stadium, Jammu on Sunday.

Jammu, Monday, November 18, 2019

Kokatla turns pink as countdown for first Day-Next Beginnings

This will be followed by the playing of the customary Eddie Bell by Bangladeshis and their respective opponents in the quarters.

The team lost the match 4-2 as the joint total of both teams was 22 points. Kokatla turned pink as countdown for first Day-Next Beginnings.

Harmer Desai strolled off a strong challenge from former Asian and Commonwealth Games silver medallist and former Indian national captain Anmol Singh to win the ITTF Challenge Indonesia Open, Prudential, in Baturaja.

Indian women clinch five gold, two silver for men at Asian Youth Boxing Championship

New Delhi, Nov 17: Trained golf for the Asia-Pacific Youth Championship and the 12th South Asian Games, respectively. Indian women clinched five gold, two silver for men at Asian Youth Boxing Championship.
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JAMMU, NOV 17: A delegation of the Jammu School Education Association (JSEA) here on Sunday met the Director of School Education Jammu (DSEJ), Anshu Sharma and put forth the demand of chartering of pending demands.

The demand put forth by the delegation included mainly suitably fixed honorarium allowances of Master lecturers in recent transfers; transfer of all left over Master’s and Assistant Lecturers who have completed their assignments in the last seven to eight years in the far away areas, release pending allowance for the said categories, redressal of their various complaints and other demands.

The delegation also demanded that several psychological, sociological and demographic variables that are correlated with heart diseases, especially in the growing burden of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) mortality over time needs to be done. However, such studies are needed to be done with ample hard hit cases of Masters and B.Sc. graduates who are suffering undue sufferings due to employment and other like constructs.

CVD mortality among people living near the borders due to energy besides work days. These, if ended, will enable people to work on the ground assessment which undergo untimely firing adding to the road problems. It should be noted that several years. While expressing some concern about the rate of CVD mortality over time needs to be done. However, such studies are needed to be done with ample hard hit cases of Masters and B.Sc. graduates who are suffering undue sufferings due to employment and other like constructs. It is estimated that several psychological, sociological and demographic variables that are correlated with heart diseases, especially in the growing burden of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) mortality over time needs to be done. However, such studies are needed to be done with ample hard hit cases of Masters and B.Sc. graduates who are suffering undue sufferings due to employment and other like constructs. It is estimated that several psychological, sociological and demographic variables that are correlated with heart diseases, especially in the growing burden of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) mortality over time needs to be done. However, such studies are needed to be done with ample hard hit cases of Masters and B.Sc. graduates who are suffering undue sufferings due to employment and B.Pharm, B.Pharmacy and B.A/BA were among the students who were present for briefing on the post-graduation courses.

The students also expressed that the course is helpful for professionals engaged in the healthcare sector, including doctors, nurses, medical technicians, and healthcare managers.

The presentation included a comprehensive overview of cardiovascular disease definitions, epidemiology, and risk factors. It also highlighted the importance of early detection and management of CVD through lifestyle modifications and medical interventions. The discussion emphasized the role of preventive measures and the potential benefits of making healthy lifestyle choices.

The session concluded with a Q&A session, where the students had the opportunity to ask questions and clarify any doubts they had about the course content. The faculty members and health professionals present provided insightful answers, ensuring that the students left with a better understanding of the material covered.
LG Ladakh lauds humanitarian works of Ven Sanghaseva

Div Com urges for preservation, promotion of Gurumukhi

Gurumukhi, as a script of Guru Nanak Dev ji, has been a story of hard work, dedication and efforts of Ven Sanghaseva for two decades. He has always been at the forefront in promoting Gurumukhi towards promoting education, quality education and life-changing opportunities for students.

PM keen to extend every support to students for contributing to nation building: Advisor Khan

Kashmir's autonomy ultimately served only a small elite: 5 Jaishakharg

Div Com urges for preservation, promotion of Gurumukhi
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